
Shabbat Vayera 
 

After The Storm 
 
 

After such a difficult and trying week, tragic for some, I hope life has returned 
to some sense of  normalcy for you. There are more and more times when I 
am simply grateful for the status quo. This is one. I want to  invite you 
especially to be together in the synagogue tonight to be part of a caring 
community and express our gratitude for making it through a tumultuous time. 
We will recite a special prayer and recite the Gomel blessing, a prayer of 
special thanksgiving.  

 
A passage of the evening service has had special meaning for me this week. 
We thank G-d  for the orderliness of nature in saying “Praised are you, Lord 
our G-d...Your understanding regulates time and seasons.. You create day 
and night, You alternate darkness and light.” We may sometimes recite this 
prayer in a perfunctory manner as we take the orderliness of nature for 
granted. Not so  this week. The orderliness of nature unraveled before us.  
 
 

As I drove to Newtown on Wednesday, there was an eerie feeling. While the 
sun is usually bright the day after a storm, not so on Wednesday. The traffic 
lights were out on the Newtown Richboro Road. I saw no cars in the parking 
lot of Shir Ami as I was about to make the turn onto the Bypass. The world 
was standing still. Later in the afternoon, I had reason to be in Southampton. 
Again, there were no traffic lights. With only a stop sign at the corner of Street 
Road and Second Street Pike, it was disorder that clearly reigned 

   
I learned how fortunate we were at home. We only lost electricity for sixteen 
hours. Others nearby are still in the dark without heat. Some don’t know about 
the catastrophes at the shore and in New York because they haven’t been 
able to turn on a TV. In seeing the devastation of lower Manhattan still without 
electricity, the subways flooded, evacuated hospitals without power, homes 
destroyed in the Rockaways, Staten Island devastated, shore communities 
shattered, we are living through a sort of Katrina 2.0.  
 
 

While we are in the grip of disorder, we can only feel that much more grateful 
for the orderliness of life that is the norm. I have more than once looked at out 
the ocean,  marveling at its majesty and thinking how amazing it is that the 
ocean ends at a prescribed place and homes sit secure  so close to the shore. 
I think with the psalmist “How great is your creation O G-d, how deep is your 
design.” Those homes were far from  secure this week.  
 
 



As is often the case, there are great rays of light that shine in the darkest of 
nights. How all of the generators of a great New York hospital failed is a 
question to be investigated.  In spite of this, almost miraculously, not a single 
life was lost at NYU hospital. All of the patients were safely evacuated. 
Respirators supporting the life of newborns had failed. Hospital personnel 
worked in teams to carry each baby down flights of stairs using a hand pump 
to provide life sustaining air to  premature lungs. Each baby, one by one was 
carried to a long line of ambulances waiting to transport them to a host of 
other hospitals. No baby was lost. No patient in the entire hospital was lost. I 
said to Janie this was the best of America. The next clip on the news was the 
President saying, in reference to the same scene  that after a night of 
darkness, this was a display of brightness.  We need more brightness.  
 
 

The brightest light of the week was New York’s Mayor Michael Bloomberg 
calling for a national response to climate change that surrounds us. While 
surveying the dark, flooded streets of lower Manhattan, New York’s Governor 
Andrew Cuomo was asked if he believed this was an example of climate 
change on our planet.  His answer was immediate and direct. It is.  
 
 

Mayor Bloomberg wrote this week “In just 14 months, two hurricanes have 
forced us to evacuate neighborhoods -- something our city government had 
never done before. If this is a trend, it is simply not sustainable.” He went on 
to write “Our climate is changing. And while the increase in extreme weather 
we have experienced in New York City and around the world may or may not 
be the result of it, the risk that it might be -- given this week’s devastation -- 
should compel all elected leaders to take immediate action.” 

 
 

Each day of the week a prescribed psalm is recited.  The psalm for the first 
day of the week following Shabbat is psalm 24 which begins with the words 
“The earth is the Lord’s” Abraham Joshua Heschel wrote about the Sabbath 
as a day when we live in harmony with nature rather than taking from it. 
The  first day after the Sabbath, we remind ourselves that we don’t own this 
planet on which we reside. It belongs to G-d. We are but temporary tenants. 

 
 

There has been much talk about what we will leave the generations that come 
after us, our children and grandchildren. Without a realization that the earth is 
the Lord’s and our obligation is  to protect it,  we will bequeath more and more 
frequent severe situations with all of the damage they bring to life, property 
and the economy. There is an immediate need to restore electricity to the stricken 
areas, provide gasoline to those waiting untold hours in line, rebuild communities and 
restore beaches. And there is the long term need  to restore the orderliness of the world 
we inhabit. 



 
 

We are taught to live imitatio dei, emulating G-d’s actions. As we pray tonight 
those very same words of the evening service “Praised are you, Lord our G-
d...Your understanding regulates time and seasons.. You create day and 
night, You alternate darkness and light” we should resolve to do all in our 
power to be G-d’s partner in guarding the design and work of G-d’s creation.  
 
 

The sun is beginning to shine just as I conclude writing this. I pray it will soon 
shine for those on whom the darkness has descended. Our hearts go out to 
them. Our heartfelt caring can best be expressed in donating to an 
organization involved in the immediate response to those most affected by the 
storm and our contribution to the long term response of preserving G-d’s 
creation.  
 
 

Again, I hope life has returned to a state of normalcy for you or soon will. This 
is a week where the Sabbath is especially welcomed.  
 
 

Shabbat Shalom, 
Rabbi 

 


